ABSTRACT

CONFLICTS AMONG PRISONERS DURING IN THE PRISON PERIODE
(Study on Prison PeriodeClass 1, Rajabasa Bandar Lampung)
by
Desi Ratnasari

This research is aimed at finding out the conflicts among prisoners during in the prison periode. This research was conducted to prisoners in general class and officers in class 1 prison Rajabasa Bandar Lampung which has different misdeed background, age, social status and variant conflicts. By this research, the writer hopes it may minimaze the conflicts occur and lead the conflicts positively by conflicts management. This research is a quantitative research. The informants were 6 persons in total, by division 4 person from the prisoners and 2 others from officers. The data collecting technique used deep interview, observation, and documentation. While the data analysis used data reduction, data presentation, and conclusion drawing. The obstacles during the research were the lack of conflict data from the prison and the reclusive from the officers and prisoners. Based on the result, it is known that the conflicts among the prisoners still often particularly among room mate and block mate. It is because of mis communication, envios, and bad talks, also the provocation from others. The conflicts were quarrel and fight
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